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Introduction

If information is the fabric our societies, thenmisinformation
is the scissors. Misinformation in science and in medicine
will destroy the trust borne of a long-existing assumed, but
fragile, social contract. In abiding with this contract with
their patients, physicians must responsibly apply their skills
and tools, be it for diagnosis or treatment, by respecting the
centralmaximofmedicine of first doing noharm.This should
be the guiding principle for all stakeholders in this present
context.

The stakeholders are many-patients, physicians, payors,
regulators and front-and-center here, developers of AI clini-
cal decision support [CDS] systems,which includes industry.
Data scientists fully understand that errors propagate down-
stream. Nevertheless, everyone in the chain, which is only as
strong as its weakest link, is responsible for avoiding unin-
tentional adverse consequences created in the deployment
of AI technologies. This opinion piece, admittedly non-
comprehensive, will focus on the important role of regulators
and their immediate upstream and downstream stakeholder-
s—namely developers and physicians.

Developers and industry

Governments assign healthcare regulatory agencies with the
authority to approve relevant marketable developments when
the benefits far outweigh the risks to patients. In the pro-
cess, regulators must assess the trustworthiness of CDS
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algorithms [CDSA]. Software developers must responsibly
entrench credible quality controls along the entire devel-
opmental chain to assure trustworthiness. For training and
validation of algorithms for an intended task, developersmust
collect AI-ready datasets that are ethically sourced [1], bias-
free and representative of diverse patient populations [2],
and that have been rigorously deidentified [if obtained from
open data sources], curated and harmonized to the highest
acceptable [or established] regulatory standards. Meticu-
lous provenance of data [3], from whom, where [including
imaging infrastructure and protocols], and when data were
collected, along with documentation of population diversity
[gender, racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, appropriate age dis-
tribution] within geographic areas should be non-negotiable.
‘Time-stamped’ datasets, being important for monitoring
temporal drifts in the contained data [e.g., due to changes
in disease prevalence, population migration, technology or
standards of clinical care], would provide auditable trails to
enable version control and replicability, while enhancing the
generalizability of an algorithm.

Developers should transparently identify their data
sources, the known limitations of their training and validation
datasets, and provide brackets for the expected performance
of the algorithm for the intended population and clinical task.
CDSA developers can use available bias evaluation tools and
quantifiable performance measurements to identify, assess
and improve the limitations of algorithms [4].

A concrete method developers may use during deploy-
ment is to provide data source ‘nutrition labels’ [like content
labels on packaged food] specifying the geographic diversity,
representation [gender, age, racial, ethnic, socioeconomic,
etc.] and collection periods of data used for training and
validation [5]. Such ideas are reflected in the concept of
model cards, which are already in limited use [6]. In addi-
tion, emulating ‘drug sheets’ that are provided in medicine
packages, developers could declare intended ‘indications and
contraindications for use,’ contextual efficacy [based in sta-
tistical data, e.g., ROC curves], and perhaps even identify
potential risks from misapplication of the product.
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Regulators and governments

Although methods for improving generalizability of algo-
rithms will not be discussed here, it is important to note that
it will be limited if diversity and equitable representation of
subpopulations within a region are neglected. Consequently,
regulators may require developers to reveal the characteris-
tics and limitations of the data source and declare optimal
‘conditions’ under which the submitted CDSA should be
employed. This may include CDSA that are intentionally
limited by design for use on specific subpopulations which
have a high prevalence of the findings or disease. In consid-
eration, regulatory agencies should provide guidelines based
on acceptable standards that are tailored to the risk of the
application, and that reflect the laws and policies of their
nations.

Regulators, for their part, could develop their own pre-
certification performance measures. Partnering with inde-
pendent trusted institutions [e.g., such as Underwriters
Labs in the USA], they could test algorithms submit-
ted for certification on context-specific AI-ready datasets,
sequestered from public use and accessible only to regula-
tors [MIDRC.org]. Optimally, sequestered datasets would be
created jointly by the regulatory agency and selected dataset
hosts, and subject to agreed usage guidelines, to assure safe-
guards against potential ‘gaming’ by developers. Clearly,
these data repository hosts would also have to rigorously
abide by quality measures desired of developers. US NIH’s
MIDRC [a partnership between theRSNA,ACRandAAPM]
is prospectively partnering with the US FDA on such a pilot
project.Hypothetically, developer-submitted algorithmsmay
be validated with AI-ready sequestered images [currently
COVID-19 images only] as additional scrutiny for approval
by the agency.

Regulators may also consider time-limited certifications,
with periodic re-certification of CDS algorithms guided by
performance metrics from real-world evidence, a practice
already in use [7]. This post-market evaluation could be
especially useful when there are temporal changes in disease
prevalence, geographic shifts of populations or for expanded
use to other populations as generalizability improves. As an
example, the European Union has considered controlled lim-
ited dissemination of potentially high-risk algorithms. Such
tempered measures can guide expanded approvals based
upon real-world performance in assessing generalizability
beyond the original claim.

In establishing regulatory laws, governing bodies must
weigh the purpose, safety and efficacy of the use of health
information technologies, while balancing cultural values
pertinent to personal security and privacy. Consistent with
this responsibility, the European Union’s AI Act requires
a ‘classification system declaring level of risk’ [8, 9]. The

‘drug sheet’ concept discussed earlier mirrors this in inten-
tion. In the USA, health information algorithms are regulated
as medical devices—under the category of ‘software as a
medical device.’ The US FDA regulates medical devices
through three mechanisms—equivalence to existing devices
[510[k]], de novo and [PMA] post-marketing approval [10].
Some criticize the 510[k] mechanism for approval based on
‘self-declared similarity’ because these approvals have had
high post-market recalls. It has been reported that about a
fifth of approved AI software marketing claims are not con-
sistent with FDA clearance language [based on originally
submitted claims] [7]. TheUSAlgorithmAccountability Act
[2019]—pertaining to high-risk automated decision systems
[not just for health care]—requires an ‘impact statement,’
especially if personal information is involved [7]. These early
exploratory attempts at ‘regulation’ of AI use in medical
technology may become international and vastly more com-
prehensive and rigorous in the not too distant a future [8].

Other filters that regulatory agenciesmay use in their quest
for trust in CDSA, especially those based upon deep learn-
ing are by emphasizing ‘explainablity’ and ‘interpretability’
[11, 12]. Developers can utilize the former to explain and
improve algorithm function and the latter during implemen-
tation to help end-users to understand algorithmoutput. Early
attempts to enhance ‘interpretability’ include saliency map-
ping [identification of data points that contributed to the
diagnosis] and ablation testing whereby certain data points
or features are deliberately removed to see how this impacts
the performance of the algorithm. Other innovative methods
are sure to arise.

Deep learning systems use convolutional neural net-
works [CNN], which emulate the biological brain. Ironically,
humans comprehend neither CNN nor biological neural net-
works enough to understand how these systems reach their
final decisions. Nevertheless, humans do subconsciously fall
back on prior trusted truths—right orwrong—to come to new
conclusions and can usually explain [defensible or not] their
reasoning behind conclusions they draw. Computers cer-
tainly surpass humans in memory capacity and information
processing speeds, so they should be able to chart and account
of their ‘reasoning’ better than humans do. Demanding as it
may seem, an algorithm should be required to convincingly
self-declare its reasoning for arriving at a conclusion, poten-
tial pitfalls and limitations [‘I have not been trained to answer
this question’].

Physicians and healthcare systems

As already amply discussed, clinical decision support algo-
rithms must be trusted by users. Gaining and maintaining
user trust is an even greater hurdle for CDSA that employ
‘black box’ deep learning methods. This is not to imply
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that physicians have always only worked with unambigu-
ous medical information. Aspirin and ‘medicinal’ leeches
were prescribed even while the how or why the ‘treatments’
worked was not understood. Subconscious confirmation bias
[or a placebo effect] probably led practitioners to believe that
the target ailmentwas indeed treated, if not cured by the inter-
vention. However, through subsequent scientific enquiry,
humans now better comprehend the mechanisms of action
of the above practices [e.g., the anticoagulant molecule from
leeches has been identified and synthesized into hirudin, an
approved anticoagulant drug], giving us some comfort in
prescribing them for an indicated use. Still, the question
remains—should physicians accept deep learning systems
whose opaque reasoning [black box] leads to an outwardly
credible conclusion just because it confirms [potentially
biased] expectations? Even if black box-generated answers
are accepted for the time being, suspicion and skepticism
should be the order of the day [13] until there is a conver-
gence of the answers from ‘black box’ outputs and ‘the truth
to date’ found through scientific enquiry.

Furthermore, testing and validation that are solely based
on retrospective datasets while appropriate for preclinical
development could cause liability in practice and should
be unacceptable for clinical regulatory approvals. When the
stakes are high with medical innovations whose benefit/risk
ratio we do not fully know, clinicians and regulators must
insist upon clinical trial testing and approvals must be based
on convincing trial performance, like current medical regu-
latory practices for new medicines and devices [8, 14].

Conclusion: together, we swim, or we sink

All of us should adopt a buyer beware skepticism understand-
ing that CDSA systems are not fool proof. Wisdom dictates
that ‘trust but verify’ applies even to ‘explained’ conclusions.
Unquestioning dependence on AI technologies, especially
without comprehending their inner workings, will inevitably
lead to disastrous consequences. For the foreseeable future,
AI CDS technologies should be employed with physician
oversight [14], especially for rendering a final diagnosis or
deciding on an intervention. Today, it is appropriate to use
AI-based workflow enhancing software, but it is too early in
the gestation of deep learning technologies for them to over-
ride humans in establishing a diagnosis or treatment course,
despite the introduction of large language model chatbots
[15, 16]. But it is not too early for educating and training
medical students, for that matter currently practicing health-
care workers, in the limitations and proper use of the AI
systems of today and tomorrow [17, 18].
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